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1) Session on “ Challenges faced by fresher’s in the corporate world from 

the recruiter perspective” for the final year students of B.Com/ 

BA/BBA/BCA/M Com on 22nd September 2022 between 11.30 a.m. and  

1.30 p.m. in the M.S. Kamat Seminar hall of MES college organised by 

MES College Alumni Association 

 

 

M.E.S College Alumni Association and M.E.S College organised a Session on” 

Challenges faced by fresher’s in the corporate world from the recruiter 

perspective” for the final year students of B.Com/ BA/BBA/BCA/M Com on 22nd 

September 2022 between 11.30 a.m. and  1.30 p.m. in the M.S. Kamat Seminar 

hall of the college. Ms. Sanchita Shirodkar alumna of the college (BBA) was the 

resource person for the function. Principal  Dr.Manasvi M Kamat, Coordinator 

Dr. Champa R Parab,  President of MES College Alumni Association, alumnus-  

Mr. Anthony Gomes and Resource person  Ms. Sanchita Shirodkar were the 

esteemed dignitaries on the dais. In welcome address presented by Principal 

Dr.Manasvi M Kamat , she congratulated and appreciated the efforts of the 

President of MES College Alumni Association, alumnus- Mr. Anthony Gomes 

and Coordinator Dr. Champa R Parab. The President of MES College Alumni 

Association- Mr. Anthony Gomes introduced the Resource person Ms Sanchita 

Shirodkar and presented history of MES College Alumni Association to the 

participants. The objective of the event was to have interaction with the present 

final year students of MES College and highlight upon certain important skills 

the graduates should possess in the job market. The thrust of Resource Person 

was on challenges faced and proposed solutions through her personal experience 

as HR encountered by her at work place with an interactive presentation. At the 

end of session the floor was opened for discussion and questions, where students 

interacted freely with the resource person Ms Sanchita Shirodkar and got their 

doubts solved.  In total 171 attended the session including Faculty and Non 

Teaching staff .In the end, Dr.Champa R Parab, the Coordinator of the 

programme proposed the vote of thanks.  
  



 

Principal Dr Manasvi M Kamat, President Alumi Association Mr. Anthony Gomes and Ms Sanchita 

Shirodkar  and MES Alumnia on Staff of MES College 

 

2) On 23rd October 2022, the M.E.S. College Alumni Association in collaboration with the 

Department of Physical Education and Sports of M.E.S. College of Arts and Commerce, 

Zuarinagar – Goa organized a Control Cricket Tournament for the ex-students of the 

college at Mangor Sports Arena, Mangor – Goa.  The tournament was held on a knockout 

basis and a total number of 7 teams participated in the tournament. The Chief Guest and 

alumnus of the college, Shri Vishnu Kerkar was present for the closing ceremony along 

with Shri. Ashley Fernandes, an office bearer of M.E.S. College Alumni Association. They 

handed over the cash prizes, trophies and medals to the winner and the runner-up of the 

tournament. The tournament witnessed participation from a total number of 53 former 

students of the college. 

 

3) On 31st October 2022, The Department of Psychology of M.E.S. College of Arts and 

Commerce, along with the Alumni Association of MES College of Arts and Commerce 

organised an interclass event ‘Psychobuzz 2022’ in the M.S. Kamat Seminar Hall. The 

dignitaries on the dais were Dr Manasvi M. Kamat (Principal), DrFreeda Cota e Pereira 

(Head of the Psychology department), Chief Guest for the Inaugural function, Mr Anthony 

Gomes (President of M.E.S College Alumni Association), Mr Karun Cherian (Event 

Coordinator) and Mr Kris Andrade (Student Coordinator). The Chief Guest, Mr Anthony 



Gomes addressed the audience and underlined the significance of developing a holistic 

personality through events that call for teamwork and collaboration. A total of 65 students 

(6 teams) from B.A., B.COM., B.B.A. and B.C.A. Psychobuzz 2022 provided students 

with the opportunity to set up stalls to sell their products in the art zone and food in the 

food zone.  

 

4) Diwali Bazar Exhibition Cum Sale at MES College of Arts and Commerce Zuarinagar 

Goa was organized for   Alumni and Current students as a part of Golden Jubilee 

Celebrations, The event was organised by Alumni association and Entrepreneurship hub 

which was open for students and faculties of MES College on 21st October 2022 from 11.00 

a.m. to 2.30 p.m.  

The Chief Guest for the Inaugural function was Krishna (Daji) .V. Salkar, Vasco MLA, Social 

worker and MES college Alumnus. In his address he acknowledged the efforts of College in 

connecting  alumni and current students. He mentioned the programme will help boost the 

sales of alumni entrepreneurs as well boost confidence among budding current student 

entrepreneurs and inculcate entrepreneurial skills. 

Principal Dr. Manasvi M Kamat presided over the function and welcomed the August 

gathering and welcomed chief guest with potted plants as a symbol of growth and association.  

She acknowledged the efforts and wished all the best to the alumni and current students. She 

expressed her gratitude to Dr. Champa R. Parab coordinator Entrepreneurship hub for 

organising the event. Principal Dr Manasvi M Kamat was pioneer in organising the Diwali 

Bazar Exhibition Cum sale.  

To mark opening of the Diwali Bazar Exhibition Cum Sale a traditional lamp was lit at the 

hands of Chief guest and dignitaries. Mr Anthony Gomes president of alumni association 

addressed the gathering  on the occasion. The programme was well supported by volunteers 

from B.Com and M.Com students. Mr Anil Arlekar from administrative Section, Multitasking 

staff and the teaching faculties. Ms Madhumeeta Dhar Assistant Professor was the event 

Coordinator and host for the programme.  

In total 14 current students, of which 10 were girls entrepreneurs and 04 male entrepreneurs  

and 06 Alumni students participated of which were 04  female entrepreneurs and 02 male 

entrepreneurs  and sold Diwali items like , toran, jhumar, Decorative candles, Diyas, 

Handmade chocolates, Diwali gift hamper, Bhaubij gift hamper, Goan home made chivda 

masala, Macrame toran, Akash kandil, Menswear, Ceremic pots, Diya, mud pots, miniature, 

Menswear and homemade packed  eatables like Chakli, Shankarpali, Puranpoli, Chivda, Ladu.  

The Programme concluded at 2.30 pm. The Diwali Bazar Exhibition Cum Sale was a grand 

success materializing the efforts taken by the Principal Dr Manasvi M Kamat and the 

committees for Golden Jubilee Celebrations. 



Principal Madam’s dream of materializing MES College news letter “Voice of MES” was 

launched by the hands of the Chief Guest and dignitaries.  

The Coordinator of Golden Jubilee Celebrations and Entrepreneurship Hub Dr. Champa 

Ramkrishna Parab proposed the vote of thanks.  

Faculties and students of MES College graced the occasion, with fun and gaiety Diwali festival 

was celebrated with shopping of Diwali items sold by the current and Ex Alumni students of 

MES College.  

 

Diwali Bazar Exhibition Cum Sale at MES College: Chief Guest Krishna (Daji) .V. Salkar, 

Middle Principal Dr. Manasvi M Kamat Right end Mrs Shami Salkar and to the left second  

Coordinator of Entrepreneurship Hub  Dr. Champa Ramkrishna  Parab and Faculty 

members. 

 

 

5) Short Term Certificate Course on "Youth Entrepreneurship Programme for Skill 

Development"(2 Credits, 30 Hours) was organized from 28th February 2023 to 12th 



March 2023, by entrepreneurship Hub in collaboration with M. E. S Alumni 

Association and WEBN by Gowomania. The course was aimed at providing young 

individuals with the necessary skills and knowledge to become successful entrepreneurs.  

The inaugural function was held on 28th February 2023 in MS Kamat Seminar hall, M.E.S College. 

The principal of the college Dr. Manasvi M Kamat welcomed and addressed the gathering, 

highlighting the importance of entrepreneurship in today's world. Dr. Champa R Parab, chairperson 

of entrepreneurship hub introduced the resource person Ms. Rafina Shaikh founder of WEBN 

Gowomania and briefed everyone about the course and its objectives. 

The course was designed to cover various aspects of entrepreneurship, including idea generation, 

market analysis, business planning, and financial management. 

On Tuesday 28th February 2023 the key note speakers were Ms.Rafina Shaikh and Ms. SunitaaMathur 

spoke  on the topic of "Entrepreneurship - A Mindset." The event emphasized the importance of 

cultivating an entrepreneurial mindset to succeed in the competitive world of business. The keynote 

speakers highlighted the qualities of successful entrepreneurs, such as creativity, risk-taking, and 

adaptability. The event was informative and inspiring, motivating attendees to explore 

entrepreneurship as a viable career option 

On March 1st, 2023, Urvashi Gohil delivered a speech on Business Ethics- DOs & DON'Ts at an 

event. The topic of her speech was centered on the ethical practices that businesses should adhere to, 

and the common mistakes that they should avoid. Her speech covered a wide range of topics, including 

transparency, honesty, and respect for stakeholders. Attendees found the speech informative and 

engaging, and many were left with a better understanding of the importance of ethical behavior in the 

business world. 

On March 2nd, 2023, CS Moksha and Advocate RukhsarShailh delivered a joint presentation on 

Business Registrations, License & Legalities. The focus of their talk was on the legal requirements 

that businesses must fulfill in order to operate in compliance with the law. They discussed topics such 

as business registration, licensing, tax compliance, and intellectual property protection. Attendees 

found the presentation informative and practical, and many left with a better understanding of the legal 

framework that governs business operations. 



On March 3rd, 2023, Siddha Bhatikar spoke on Financial Goals & Accounting at an event. The main 

focus of her presentation was on setting and achieving financial goals, as well as the basics of 

accounting. She discussed the importance of budgeting, financial planning, and monitoring expenses 

to achieve financial goals. Attendees found the presentation informative and practical, and many were 

able to apply the insights gained to their own financial planning. 

On March 6th, 2023, Ria PatilChandray and PrithaNaik presented on the Importance of Networking 

in Business at an event. The focus of their presentation was on the benefits of networking for business 

growth, including building relationships, gaining referrals, and creating opportunities for 

collaboration. They also discussed strategies for effective networking, such as identifying target 

connections and leveraging social media platforms. Attendees found the presentation insightful and 

practical, and many were able to apply the networking tips to their own business practices. 

On March 9th, 2023, Dr. KshipraVora and AkilaSadil presented on the topic of SWOT analysis for 

student growth and management of business at an event. Their presentation covered the use of SWOT 

analysis as a tool for strategic planning and decision-making. They also included an interactive activity 

for attendees to apply SWOT analysis to their own business or personal growth. Attendees found the 

presentation engaging and practical, and many left with a better understanding of how to use SWOT 

analysis to improve their own business and personal development. 

On March 10th, 2023, Deepam Yogi and Jermaine Mendes presented on the topic of Behavioural 

Patterns of the Customer (with Activity) at an event. Their presentation covered the importance of 

understanding customer behavior to develop effective marketing strategies. They included an 

interactive activity for attendees to identify and analyze the behavioral patterns of their target 

customers. Attendees found the presentation insightful and practical, and many left with a better 

understanding of how to apply behavioral analysis to their own business practices. 

On March 13th, 2023, Nikita Malhotra and Monalisa Singh presented on the topic of Importance of 

Referrals & Reviews in Business at an event. The focus of their presentation was on the power of 

customer referrals and reviews in building and maintaining a successful business. They discussed 

strategies for encouraging and managing customer feedback, as well as leveraging positive reviews to 

attract new customers. Attendees found the presentation informative and practical, and many were 

able to apply the insights gained to their own business practices. 



On March 14th, 2023, Nadia Aslam and Latifa Shaikh presented on the topic of Business Growth and 

Strategies at an event. The focus of their presentation was on identifying and implementing effective 

strategies for business growth, including market analysis, product diversification, and expansion 

opportunities. They also discussed the importance of measuring and analyzing business performance 

to make informed decisions about growth. Attendees found the presentation informative and practical, 

and many were able to apply the insights gained to their own business planning. 

On March 16th, 2023, Rina Barreto Shankar presented on the topic of Business Branding & Marketing 

(With Activity) at an event. The focus of her presentation was on the importance of effective branding 

and marketing strategies for business success. She included an interactive activity for attendees to 

identify and develop their own brand identity and marketing messaging. Attendees found the 

presentation engaging and practical, and many left with a better understanding of how to apply 

effective branding and marketing strategies to their own business practices. 

On March 20th, 2023, Pooja Subhash and PradnyaRane presented on the topic of Social Media - A 

Necessity for Business Visibility at an event. The focus of their presentation was on the importance of 

social media for businesses to increase visibility, engage with customers, and build brand awareness. 

They discussed various social media platforms and provided insights on how to create a social media 

strategy that aligns with business goals. Attendees found the presentation informative and practical, 

and many left with a better understanding of how to leverage social media to enhance their business 

visibility. 

On April 3rd, 2023, Asha Vernekar and Nikita Gupta presented on the topic of entrepreneurship 

schemes for business at an event. Their presentation focused on various government schemes and 

programs available for entrepreneurs to start and grow their businesses. They provided insights on 

how to identify and apply for relevant schemes, as well as tips on how to effectively utilize the 

resources provided by the schemes. Attendees found the presentation informative and practical, and 

many were able to gain a better understanding of the various resources available to support their 

entrepreneurial ventures. 

On April 10th, 2023, SunitaMathur presented on the topic of Business Presentations, Business Pitch 

with Elan and Ease at an event. Her presentation focused on providing practical tips and strategies for 

delivering effective business presentations and pitches. She covered topics such as structuring 



presentations, using visual aids effectively, and engaging with the audience. Attendees found the 

presentation engaging and informative, and many left with a better understanding of how to deliver 

compelling and effective business presentations and pitches with confidence and ease. 

On April 11th, 2023, Siya Shaikh, SunitaMathur, Ms. Madhumathi Devi, and NituPuri presented on 

the topic of Business Presentations, Business Pitch with Elan and Ease at an event. The presentation 

included a one-on-one mentoring session and a panel discussion. The focus was on providing practical 

tips and strategies for delivering effective business presentations and pitches with confidence and ease. 

Attendees had the opportunity to receive personalized mentoring and participate in a panel discussion 

with the presenters, where they could ask questions and gain insights from their collective expertise. 

The event was well-received by attendees, who found it to be engaging and informative. 

  

The valedictory function of the Short Term Certificate Course in "Youth Entrepreneurship Programme 

for Skill Development" was held on the 12th of April, 2023, in collaboration with M.E.S Alumni 

Association and Webn by Gowomania. The course comprised 2 credits and 30 hours of instruction. A 

total of 15 students answered the MCQ examination, and two students were awarded special prizes: 

Mr. BalshivaLamani and SnehaDamodarNaik. The principal Dr. Manasvi M Kamat and Dr. 

ChampaRamkrishnaParab chairperson of entrepreneurship hub with WEBN team and founder Rafina 

Shaikh congratulated the students on their achievements and presented them with certificates of 

completion. The event was a great success, and the students were encouraged to use their newfound 

skills and knowledge to pursue their entrepreneurial aspirations. The programme was coordinated by 

Ms. MadhumeetaDhar and Supported by Mr. Vasant Pednekar members of entrepreneurship cell. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6) Session on “SCHEMES FOR STARTUPS" IN COLLABORATION WITH M. E. S 

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AND WEBN by GOWOMANIA   

 

The Entrepreneurship Hub at MES Vasant Joshi's College of Arts and Commerce in Zuarinagar, Goa, 

in collaboration with the M.E.S. Alumni Association and WEBN by Gowomania, organized a session 



on "Information on schemes for startups"On 3rd April 2023 between 2.00pm to 4.00pm, in room no 

32 block 4. The session aimed to provide an understanding of various government schemes and 

programs available to entrepreneurs in India and Goa. The session was attended by 26 students,11 

make and 15 female students who appreciated the information shared by the resource persons. The 

session commenced with Dr. Manasvi M Kamat, the Principal of MES Vasant Joshi's College of Arts 

and Commerce, welcoming the resource persons and the students. Dr. Champa R Parab, the 

Chairperson, briefed the program and set the tone for the session. 

 

Entrepreneurship is the backbone of economic growth and development. In recent times, many 

entrepreneurs have emerged, and to support their growth and development, various government 

schemes and programs have been launched. However, navigating through these schemes and programs 

can be a challenging task for entrepreneurs. To provide an insight into these schemes and programs, 

the Entrepreneurship Hub at MES Vasant Joshi's College of Arts and Commerce, in collaboration with 

the M.E.S. Alumni Association and WEBN by Gowomania, organized a session on "Schemes for 

startups was organised.  

The objectives of the session were to: 

Provide an understanding of various government schemes and programs available to entrepreneurs in 

India and Goa. 

Discuss the eligibility criteria and application process for these schemes and programs. 

Encourage students to consider entrepreneurship as a career option. 

The resource persons for the session were Ms. Rafina (Siya) Shaikh, Founder WEBN Gowomania; 

Ms. Madhumathu Devi, Co-Founder WEBN; SunitaaMathur, President; and Asha Vernekar, Founder 

of Goa livelihood forum for scheme information. These experts shared their knowledge and insights 

on the various government schemes and programs available to entrepreneurs in India and Goa. 

Ms. Rafina (Siya) Shaikh, the Founder of WEBN Gowomania, provided an overview of the various 

schemes and programs available at the national level, such as the Startup India scheme, Atmanirbhar 

Bharat Abhiyan, and the Standup India scheme. She also discussed the eligibility criteria and the 

application process for these schemes. 

Ms. Madhumathu Devi, the Co-Founder of WEBN, discussed the schemes and programs available at 

the state level in Goa, such as the Goa State Innovation Council, Goa Startup Policy 2020, and the 



Goa Angel Network. She explained the eligibility criteria and the application process for these 

schemes. 

SunitaaMathur, the President of Goa Chamber of Commerce and Industry, discussed the role of the 

chamber in supporting entrepreneurship in Goa. She shared her insights on the challenges faced by 

entrepreneurs in Goa and the initiatives taken by the chamber to address these challenges. 

Asha Vernekar, the Founder of Goa livelihood forum for scheme information, discussed the various 

schemes and programs available for entrepreneurs in Goa. She provided an overview of the eligibility 

criteria and the application process for these schemes. 

The session was a grand  success, and the students appreciated the information shared by the resource 

persons. The session achieved its objectives of providing an understanding of various government 

schemes and programs available to entrepreneurs in India and Goa, discussing the eligibility criteria 

and application process for these schemes and programs, and encouraging students to consider 

entrepreneurship as a career option.  The programme was coordinated by Ms. MadhumeetaDhar and 

Supported by Mr. Vasant Pednekar members of entrepreneurship cell. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7) THE SHORT TERM CERTIFICATE COURSE IN LIBRARY AND 

INFORMATION RESOURCES FOR SKILL DEVELOPMENT IN 

ASSOCIATION WITH MES COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. 

The short term certificate course in “Library and Information Resources for Skill Development” 

organised by the T. B. Cunha Information Centre of M.E.S. College of Arts and Commerce 

Zuarinagar, Goa in association with M.E.S. College  Alumni Association was inaugurated on 

27/02/2023 in M.S. Kamat Seminar hall at 2:00 P.M. The Chief Guest and Keynote speaker was Dr. 

Maya Carvalho e Rodrigues. Principal Dr. Manasvi M Kamat, M.E.S. Alumni Representative Dr 

NamdevChopdekar joint Vice President of M.E.S. Alumni Association, Chairperson of Library 

Advisory Committee Dr.Champa R. Parab, Librarian Shri Sudhir B. Halvegar were dignitaries on the 

dais. Principal Dr. Manasvi M. Kamat welcomed the gathering and presented the introductory remark. 

Dr.ChampaR.Parab Chairperson of Library Advisory Committee briefed about the programme and 

introduced the keynote speaker. Dr.NamdevChopdekar presented his valuable remarks. The Chief 

Guest and keynote speaker Dr. Maya Carvalho e Rodrigues Librarian Nirmala Institute of Education 

addressed the students about the Library Profession and role of Librarian in the Digital World. The 

resource persons were for the course were. Mr. Sudhir B. Halvegar, Ms. Rohini V. Dessai, Ms. Rupali 

S. Manjrekar, Ms. Bharti Tubachi, Mr. PralhadJadhav,Dr. Jayprakash , Mr. Sunil Gauns, Mr. 

NandakishorBandekar, Dr.VandanaShelar. As the part of course  

Experiential Learning field trip was organised to Goa University Library, State Central Library, and 

National centre for Polar and Ocean Research (NCPOR).Total 20 students were present. 

 

 



 
 

 
 

an extension activity “Yoga For Health & Social Well Being" at M.E.S College Basketball 

Court from 27/02/2023 to 03/03/2023 Time: 5:30 am to 7:30 am. 

 



 

M.E.S College of Arts and Commerce Zuarinagar Goa in collaboration with M.E.S. College Alumni 

Association, Vidyanagar Residents Welfare Association ,Nameys Wellness, Rhudhh Marketing & 

Patanjali Yog Samiti, Bharat Swabhiman organized an extension activity “Yoga For Health & 

Social Well Being" at M.E.S College Basketball Court from 27/02/2023 to 03/03/2023 Time: 

5:30 am to 7:30 am. The sessions conducted by Dr Namdev Chopdekar dealt with physical, mental, 

emotional, and spiritual health. The objective of the programme was to answer to Asthma, Arthritis, 

blood Pressure, Cardica Problem, Diabetes, Hepatitis, Psoriasis, Parkinsonism, Skin-disorbers, 

Kidney and Liver Problem, Infertility, Thyroid Gland, Mental Problem and Even Cancer. The 

sessions were attended by community in and around college, ex and current students. The NCC and 

NSS students of college were the volunteers for the programme 

 

 

 



 

 

Yoga session by Dr Namdev Chopdekar 



 

 

Dr Sandhya Bhandare participant receiving certificate on completion of yoga proramme, seen 

with other participants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

AGM held on 11 December 2022 and Election to New executive Committee 2022-2025 

Dr Veeraj Mahatme was the Returning Officer who declared the following members elected to the 
Managing Committee 2022-2025. 
 

 
 

Sr. No. Name of the post Name of the elected candidate 

1  Chairperson (Ex. Officio) Dr Manasvi M. Kamat 

2  Vice Chairperson (Ex. Officio) Dr Ashish M. Joshi 

3  President Mr Krishna (Daji) V. Salkar 

4  Vice President Mr Atul Vithal Jadhav 

5  Joint Vice President Dr Namdev Chopdekar 

6  General Secretary Dr Manoj S. Kamat 

7  Joint General Secretary Mrs Prashanti Talpankar 

8  Treasurer Dr Champa R. Parab 

9  Joint Treasurer Ms Thomasin J. D’Souza 

10 

(i) 

Co-opted members 

Ms Yashu Sharma 

(ii) Ms Priscilla David 

(iii) Mr Sachin D. Shirodkar 

(iv) Mr Shantimurti K. Singh 

(v) Dr Rohita V. Kamat 

(vi) Mr Ryanel Carvalho 

(vii) Ms Sonali Nana Phadte 

(viii) Mrs Smita Sandesh Pednekar 

(ix) M.D. Abijith 

(x) Dr Kirti Tyagi 

(xi) Ms Mampy Dhar 



(xii) Mr Vasant Pednekar 

(xiii) Ms Rupali S. Mandrekar 

(xiv) Ms Madhumeeta Dhar 

(xv) Mr Mallikarjun Gali 

(xvi) C.A. Rudraksh Dessai 

11 
(i) 

Permanent Invitees 
Adv. Dileshwar Naik 

(ii) Mr Anthony Gomes 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ALUMNI A AGM HELD ON 11TH DECEMBER 2022 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

1ST MEETING OF NEWLY ELECTED EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE WAS HELD ON 20 TH 

JANUARY 2023 AT 5.00 P.M. AT COLLEGE CAMPUS 

 



 



 

NEWLY ELECTED EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 2022-2025 of MES College Alumni 

Association Dr Manoj S Kamat -General Secretary , Mr Atul Jadhav -Vice President, Principal 

Dr Manasvi M Kamat, Dr Namdev Chopdekar , Joint vice President, Ms Prashanti Talpankar 

-joint Secretary, Dr Champa R Parab Treasurer seen with outgoing President Mr Anthony 

Gomes. 

 

 


